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Video of envelopes at bush funeral

Rumor has it that Pence was put on as vice president as an insurance policy for the Bush family and deep states (black hat). Pence got one, Biden, Bush, Obama, the Clintons, tons of others got this envelope. Obviously everything that was written was a brief but frightening statement. It didn't look like an indictment and whatever it was... it was read quickly,
but left an expression on their faces of terror as they read. You see, George showed Jeb and George obviously crying, and he looked like he was going to vomit. Mrs. Clinton opened hers and turned the page and looked at the envelope as WTF. The Obamas were clearly tense when Trump sat down and showed they weren't comfortable at the funeral and
Trump left before the deceased Bush was dragged away. I realize it was two years ago, but what could have been in those envelopes? It's something I've been asking a lot of questioning lately and I don't know why it's so on my mind. Rumor has it that Pence was put on as vice president as an insurance policy for the Bush family and deep states (black hat).
Pence got one, Biden, Bush, Obama, the Clintons, tons of others got this envelope. Obviously everything that was written was a brief but frightening statement. It didn't look like an indictment and whatever it was... it was read quickly, but left an expression on their faces of terror as they read. You see, George showed Jeb and George obviously crying, and he
looked like he was going to vomit. Mrs. Clinton opened hers and turned the page and looked at the envelope as WTF. The Obamas were clearly tense when Trump sat down and showed they weren't comfortable at the funeral and Trump left before the deceased Bush was dragged away. I realize it was two years ago, but what could have been in those
envelopes? It's something I've been asking a lot of questioning lately and I don't know why it's so on my mind. Go back to your meds Rumors say pence was placed as vice president as the Bush family's insurance policy and deep state (black hat). Pence got one, Biden, Bush, Obama, the Clintons, tons of others got this envelope. Obviously everything that
was written was a brief but frightening statement. It didn't look like an indictment and whatever it was... it was read quickly, but left an expression on their faces of terror as they read. You see, George showed Jeb and George obviously crying, and he looked like he was going to vomit. Mrs. Clinton opened hers and turned the page and looked at the envelope
as WTF. The Obamas were clearly tense when Trump sat down and showed they weren't comfortable at the funeral and Trump left before the deceased Bush was dragged away. I realize it was two years ago, but what could have been in those envelopes? It's something I've been asking a lot of questioning lately and I don't know why it's so on my mind.
linky? I'm curious, but more information is needed. I have no doubt that our government is very close to House of Cards and that things are happening in the background. We'd get sick if we knew about them. Tell the truth, you drank a lot of absinthe last night. I'm curious, but more information is needed. I have no doubt that our government is very close to
house of cards and that things are happening in the background that would make us sick if we knew about them. Our public education system has failed when idiots start believing in the deep state and Q anon over the FBI and CIA all because the con man tells them to. How far you've all fallen in your thrall to the bully I'm going to dig around. Many of the
videos appear to have been completely deleted from the internet. I was talking about the importance of body language, something I was instructed to teach, and I was saying how even people well-trained in fact basically screw up. Case and period, the day they got the odd card at Bush Sr.'s funeral. The body language of everything they caught on camera
opening this letter showed horror and fear. A Secret Service agent handed George Jr. a letter, opened it, showed it to his wife, his wife showed. It looked like George Jr.'s wife was asking if it was true? And George Jr., he stood firmly upright and said yes. (lip reading) Bush looked completely exhausted and frightened. Mrs Clinton has read it and her lip is
tightly tucked to the right - something I do when I read something of great concern and don't want to deal with it. (so says my husband) Biden looked small when he read it and also exhausted, scared. Jill Biden opened her mouth. The Obamas read it together and Obama looked like he was ready to cry with a complete oh no, look. Now I can't find a good
video on it. Pence and George Jr. are friends and hung out. They were at some sporting event together long before we even knew who he was. He also got the letter, but his wife never opened it or noticed she had received it, but you could tell it was in her folder. Below, not only can I no longer find any video showing this, but no one has even said what it is
in the envelope. Some say it may have been something from Trump who said I know everything, or it could have been from Bush Sr. saying they know everything. I suppose the mystery remains. Our public education system has failed when idiots start believing in the deep state and Q anon over the FBI and CIA all because the con man tells them to. How
much you all fell in the bully race Do you remember exactly when you realized creepy didn't have a prayer? My money's on a Wolf Blitzer interview with Nancy Pants. Vrai - thank you - you found him - LOL look at Jimmy Carter checking his folder for one - nothing... For me, this story has lost credibility with a recording that says they're indictments in
envelopes. For me, this story has lost credibility with a recording that says they're indictments in envelopes. You can't dispute the letters. you see what we all see in the video. What do you,000 contain, I agree, not an indictment, but that could have been what I said earlier. Gotcha letter. And look - I'm not going to dismiss conspiracies, ever. I believe in the
2nd Century. They should be, but what do we know? Will it ever come out? You have to be an amazing planner to get it all out in the open. In fact, I'd say it would take a miracle for every event. I hope so, but I know it might not be possible. For me, this story has lost credibility with a recording that says they're indictments in envelopes. I just watched the video
and didn't pay attention to the comment. This way I could have a clean initial reaction instead of seeing something someone told me to see. I doubt they're indictments because we'd hear about it. The media would not be able to resist dogging Trump for bringing charges at the funeral. You can't dispute the letters, because you see what we all see in the
video. What do you,000 contain, I agree, not an indictment, but that could have been what I said earlier. Gotcha letter. And look - I'm not going to dismiss conspiracies, ever. I believe in the 2nd Century. They should be, but what do we know? Will it ever come out? You have to be an amazing planner to get it all out in the open. In fact, I'd say it would take a
miracle for every event. I hope so, but I know it might not be possible. I don't dispute letters. Actually, I'm curious. But George HW died almost two years ago. Nothing happened to those fools, I'm not disputing the letters. Actually, I'm curious. But George HW died almost two years ago. Nothing happened to these fools Not that we've seen, but the level of
shrillness is far higher than Trump himself would have guaranteed, and we've had an overblown pandemic and AntiFa/BLM rioters are smashing cities so they can say, See what Trump did????. That tells me they're in a panic state and they're going crazy. Your mission, Hil, if you choose to accept it, is to prevent Jeffrey Epstein from implicating us all... Copy
and send this letter to ten other people or your will will be cursed forever Page 2 Copy and send this letter to ten other people or your will will be cursed forever I had a woman who worked for me get one of these chain letters and was determined to follow it on the tee. Was Trump still there sitting when the envelopes arrived? One could simply say: Trump is
coming. It was probably just a picture of Hillary Nekkid. Enough for anyone to cringe. Is there meth in the drinking water? Trump's time to serve those indictments is lacking. I'm pretty sure it was telling them they had run out of car warranties and needed to buy a warranty, a letter from AARP trying to sell them insurance , or it was from clearing house
publishers who told them they had won $200,000 and a new car. One day, I hope we do. Rumor has it they said they know everything, I'm sorry and sign bush senior one day, I hope we know. Rumor has it they said they know everything, I'm sorry and sign Bush Sr. This is the first time I've ever heard of this story -- I'm not sure why! I didn't know there were
rumors about George HW Bush going all the way to JFK. I also didn't know there were rumors that Pence knew about fbi spying on Trump. Our public education system has failed when idiots start believing in the deep state and Q anon over the FBI and CIA all because the con man tells them to. How far have you all fallen in your thrall to bullies tell it to the
teachers' dickless union. This is the first I've heard of this story - I'm not sure why! I didn't know there were rumors about George HW Bush going all the way to JFK. I also didn't know there were rumors that Pence knew about fbi spying on Trump. Okay - I'm glad you brought it up because for some reason not all the documents have come out about JFK yet
and they won't until 2021. I'm just wondering what the next six months are going to bring. My spidey senses say that the next 6-12 months will be a tremendous discovery for all of us and the world. I think it's going to shake us to the core. People are coming out of the woodwork now and it will show how our dirty government has created a lot of underground
filth in the world. Anything for power and control. I think we'll hear and see evidence far bigger than Snowden (who I was surprised to learn lives in Maryland) that was revealed to all of us. JMO JMO
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